The Balgy Boulder is a prominent sandstone erratic on the South side
of Upper Loch Torridon. It is 7km (4.5miles) west of Annat heading
towards Sheildaig on the A896. The boulder can be clearly seen on
the East side of the road. Park at a lay-by on the right side (at
837542). Opposite the lay-by head up a vague stream line for 30sec
turn left onto a path and after 2mins you will find the boulder.

The Balgy Boulder
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As the boulder is quite short most problems have sitting starts. The
rock is pretty sound. Although short the boulder is worth a visit if you
are passing. The prow is a must do if you are operating at the grade.
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Nick on problem 2
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The Balgy Boulder

Donald on problem 8

1.

Crouching start using the crack to get to the top. (Avoid
pulling on the loose block at the bottom) V0/Font5

2.

Starting on the obvious break make a mantel to ascend
the block. V1/Font 5+

3.

Standing start on the big jug and head on up. V1/Font 5+.
A harder crouching start is Font 6b.

4.

Sitting start on the large break make a long move to small
holds and continue up to a sloping finish (a toe hook out
left to start is allowed!) V3/Font 6b

5.

Sitting start with a foot jam, use the crack itself or edges on
either side to reach the top. Scottish Severe.

6.

Sit start on small edges, move to a sloper above the small
black scar, better holds lead to the top. V2/Font 6a+

7.

The Prow. Clamp your way up the blunt arete from a sit
start. V6/Font 7a

8.

Sitting start on small edges, a long reach to a big hold
leads more easily to the top. V2/Font 6a

9.

Left hand finish to 7. Follow rail left to finish up the corner.
V2/Font 6a
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Rich on The Prow

